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DIKSOLISS. LISSACTIVE

Frizz treatment with hyaluronic acid, keratin and amino acid complex reconstructive
An innovative technology behind the new smoothing treatment proposed by Dikson, in
total respect for the health of the hair which allows ease of use and a lasting effect (8
weeks). Its formula makes the smoothing process safe and suitable for all types of hair,
both natural and treated. Activating substances ensure a frizz and a reconstruction of the
hair during straightening process. With DIKSOLISS treatment. LISSACTIVE your hair turn
out beautifully smooth, hydrated and silky to the touch.
The active ingredients in formulas are:
HYALURONIC ACID 1.
Able to encompass a large number of water molecules and prevent damage of tissue cells
strain injuries, returns the right supply of natural hair.
2. KERATIN
Gets inside of the cuticle and is fixed on the shaft of the hair for the successful
regeneration of hair, nourishing the hair after applying the cream-smoothing treatment.
3. PRODEW 500
An amino acid complex interacting retreaders giving a boost of energy and vitality to hair
fibers more unstructured and restoring the right conditions of moisture, strength and
texture.
4. PIRUVATI
It is derived from the pyruvic acid, naturally occurring Salts in honey, vinegar, fermented
fruit and apples and featuring a powerful Keratolytic action. The Piruvati contains
exclusively in the DIKSOLISS formula. LISSACTIVE n° 2 cream-smoothing treatment to
encourage the action of smoothing.

DIKSOLISS products. LISSACTIVE are formulated without PARABENS and
FORMALDEHYDE.
The line consists of:
PRE-TREATMENT SMOOTHING SHAMPOO
Cleanses hair gently and prepares them at later stages of anti-Frizz smoothing treatment.
To be used only in combination with the cream-smoothing treatment.
packaging: 500 ml bottle.
CREAM SMOOTHING TREATMENT
Heart of DIKSOLISS treatment. LISSACTIVE, smooth hair reconstructing it at the same
time.
packaging: 1000 ml bottle.
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STRENGTHENING CONDITIONER POST STRAIGHTENING TREATMENT
Last step of treatment DIKSOLISS. LISSACTIVE, completes the restructuring effect on the
hair and leaves them visibly healthy, shiny and silky.
packaging: 500 ml bottle.
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